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Overview

Flexibility
A variety of resources allow for flexible delivery 
of print, blended, and digital options.

Connection
Students connect to Social Studies 
content through text and technology 
designed to personalize learning 
and engage them in history.

reimagine Learning.
How does Pearson’s new Texas United States History offer a dynamic new way to unlock the 
exciting story of our nation’s history and prepare students to be college and career ready?

100% texas
Built for Texas with 100% coverage of the TEKS, ELPS, 
and the College and Career Readiness standards, 
Pearson’s program offers...

engagement
A variety of tools, resources, and activities 
help unlock Social Studies content and 
put student learning at the forefront.

3 H
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Connect with  
real-world stories!

Developed in partnership with NBC Learn, 
Pearson’s My Story videos help students 
understand Social Studies through a 
unique perspective. Students will soon 
make the connection that they themselves 
are the vital link between long-past eras 
and the world today.

Connect through  
inquiry-based learning.

Easy-to-Use Projects offer  
rubrics for students and resources  
for teachers.

Civic Discussions encourage  
students to base arguments  
on evidence.

Document-Based Questions  
provide complete writing  
activities all in one place.

Connection

Connect to today’s students  
with a new student text.

•  A fresh, new, slimmer student book  
provides rigorous TEKS content.

•  A magazine-like design with primary source call-
outs and dramatic photos that support the text.

•  Higher-order thinking  
questions and higher  
Depth of Knowledge  
assessments than  
traditional textbooks.

Make a Connection
Get students ready to learn by helping them make a personal 
connection to new content while activating prior knowledge.

Notes:  
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engage every learner with a 
personalized pathway!

•  Chunked text allows students to learn at their 
own pace, in their own way, on any device

•  Dynamic images for visual learners

•  Audio support for struggling readers

•  One-click access to vocabulary definitions  
in English and Spanish

engagement

engage attention 
with interactive 
features.

Including: 

• Flipped videos

• Interactive 3-D models 

• Charts

•  Primary source image 
galleries 

• Cartoons

• Illustrations

• Timelines

• Simulations

spark engagement
Keep students engaged throughout the learning process. Create a 
dynamic learning experience in which students participate actively 
inside and outside of class.

engage students  
with active Classroom 
strategies.

•  Quick and easy energizers 
paired with each interactive 
feature increase in-class 
participation

•  Differentiate instruction  
and support ELL

•  Integrated in each  
daily lesson plan

•  Incorporates process  
skills and encourages  
students to justify  
their thinking

•  Offers a quick method  
to check understanding

H 6
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Flexibility

all digital Blended Primarily Print

digital Options

• Student Digital Courseware

• Student eText

• ExamView® Test Bank CD-ROM

• Teacher Resource DVD

Print Options

• Student Edition (Available in Spanish)

•  Reading and Note Taking Study Guide 
(Also available in Spanish)

•  Test Prep Workbook

• Teacher Resource DVD

• ExamView® Test Bank CD-ROM

now, Choose your  
teaching support
Pearson’s Texas Social Studies is the first program to 
give you a new approach to teaching support. Available 
in three formats, these teaching resources give you 
the flexibility to choose your support based on your 
instruction and individual classroom needs.

 Teacher Wrap Edition for the Textbook 
This printed edition can be used in tandem with  
the student text for page-by-page teaching support.

 Teacher’s Edition for the Digital Course 
This innovative printed edition provides  
instruction and support for every digital asset  
on the online course.

 Teaching Support Online 
Point-of-use digital course instructional strategies,  
flexible planning tools, and instant access to 
student data on the Realize™ platform provide 
comprehensive teaching support online.

Blended Options (digital and Print) 
• Student Edition (Also available in Spanish)

• Student Digital Courseware

• Student eText

• ExamView® Test Bank CD-ROM

• Teacher Resource DVD

•  Reading and Note Taking Study Guide 
(Also available in Spanish)

•  Test Prep Workbook

Flexible Options for every Classroom
Choose how you want to teach and how you want your students to learn. Use instructional  
materials based on your own technology set-up, teaching preferences, and classroom needs.

H 8
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Notes:  

select your 
Course

access the 
Programs

What you’ll find on realize™:

• TEKS resources in one location

•  Flexible class management tools  
and embedded assessments

•  Student and class performance  
data available instantly

•  Core program resources, instruction, 
and professional development at 
point-of-use

•  Customize program content or upload 
other content into your lessons

start Online at PearsonteXas.com
Pearson’s Realize™ platform is your online destination for the entire course, including all of the digital resources. 
With rich and engaging TEKS-aligned content, embedded assessments with instant data, and flexible tools to 
manage your classroom, Realize™ gives you the power to raise student interest and achievement.

Program tour
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Notes:  

use the table of Contents

1   Select Standards to view TEKS and see where they are taught

2   Select eText to access online ebook

3   Anytime you see Rearrange, My content, or Customize, you can  
customize the order or content of your curriculum

4  Select Topic, then lesson and text

1 2

4

3

5

6
search for content your way

5    Select the  to search by 
Standard (TEKS) or by Keyword 

6    Seach for content on Realize™ or 
by using Gooru. Gooru provides 
hyperlinks to open source 
resources

navigate through your Course
Use a clean, intuitive, and easy structure to access and adapt your course content, your lesson,  
and your assignments in real time. Simply click and teach!  

Program tour
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Notes:  

Focus your Coverage
Get through all of the TEKS you need to cover in the time you have. 
This streamlined course is organized into Topic, Lesson, Text—making 
it more manageable to assign to students and teach in class.

Program tour

topic:

1    As you decide what you want to teach, you search first for the topic.

Lesson:

2    Within each topic are several 
lessons where you will find a 
variety of diverse resources to 
support teaching and learning.

text:

3    Each lesson contains 
chunked information 
called Texts. This is 
the same informational 
text that appears in the 
print Student Edition.

15 HH 14
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introduce the topic
Start each topic of instruction with a high-impact video story, a launch 
for inquiry-based learning, and a quick visual overview.

Program tour

Connect through an 
Essential Question

An Essential Question 
connects the chapter 
lessons and gives 
learning focus and 
purpose. Explore it in 
print and online!

Interact with the page

Realize® icons throughout 
the text alert students to 
corresponding interactive 
features.

Start with the TEKS

Each topic opens with a TEKS 
Preview, allowing students 
to preview expected learning 
outcomes. Students will also 
find TEKS at the beginning, 
throughout, and at the end of 
every lesson. TEKS process 
skills are closely integrated 
with the content.

Start with a Story! 

My Story videos help students 
connect to the topic by hearing 
the personal story of an 
individual whose life is related 
to the content.

Notes:  
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Present Lessons with rigor
Teach each TEKS-based lesson with text and features that ensure relevancy and rigor.

Program tour

Engaging video summaries

Taught by a master teacher, 
these videos can be used 
for flipped instruction as 
remediation for struggling 
readers or absentee students.

Editable 
Presentations are 
provided for every 
lesson to support 
instruction.

Interactive Reading 
Notepad allows students  
to review lesson 
objectives, key terms,  
and academic vocabulary, 
and provides rigorous, 
close reading support.

Context for content

Each lesson begins with a narrative preview that provides 
context for what students will learn in the coming lesson.

Embedded reading support at 
the start of each lesson includes 
Objectives and Key Terms, helping 
students read and understand 
informational texts. 

Mileposts for understanding 
questions act as reading speed-
bumps, ensuring students 
understand what they’ve read 
before continuing on—available 
as open-ended questions in 
the Student Text or as multiple 
choice in online Text for instant 
feedback.

See, analyze, and interact

Students can use primary 
source image galleries 
throughout the lesson to interact 
with images that tie to the topic’s 
story content.

19 HH 18
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Practice Process skills
Offer your students powerful lessons in Social Studies process skills 
and provide multiple opportunities for practice with support.

Program tour

Core Concepts offers 
review of social studies 
strands—government, 
history, geography, culture, 
economics, and personal 
finance—as background or 
for re-teaching.

Reading and Note Taking 
Study Guide (English and 
Spanish) helps students 
master rigorous text through 
note-taking, reading 
strategies, vocabulary 
support, and easy-to-read 
summaries of key content.

Primary sources at point of use 
provide scaffolded props to 
support ability to do in-depth 
analysis and supports key 
process skills.

See content through  
multiple viewpoints 

Online interactive galleries 
make the printed text come 
alive. Galleries include 
numerous primary source 
photos that help to show 
different perspectives of an 
event or topic.

21 HH 20
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support all Learners
Empower your students to learn independently based on their own interests, 
learning preferences, and level of standards mastery.

Program tour

Text or online? Your choice

Students can learn content by reading narrative 
text online or in a printed Student Edition.

Point-of-Use Critical  
Thinking Questions 

Prompts help students read, 
analyze, and understand maps.

Audio helps struggling readers  

Students can listen to the 
entire text read to them with 
the online eText. An audio 
glossary defines key terms.

Maps come to life 

Students will continue to 
investigate the topic story 
through dynamic interactive 
maps. Students build map 
skills while covering the 
essential TEKS

Experience history in 3-D!

Students will feel like they are 
part of the story as they use 
interactive 3-D models.

21st Century Skill Tutorials 
cover everything from how 
to collaborate to how to 
read a map. 

23 HH 22
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Program tour

assess the Lesson and topic
Students demonstrate their understanding, knowledge, and skills through Lesson Quizzes, 
Topic Tests, and Topic Inquiry performance assessments. Find numerous  
opportunities to assess students—both in print and online.

1     Lesson quizzes provide a quick 
assessment of understanding, 
with instant feedback.

2     TEKS Assessment provides 
comprehensive print review 
and assessment for each topic.

3     TEKS Practice allows students to take a 
practice test at the end of each topic. Designed 
in the same format used in standardized tests.

Notes:  
5     ExamView® Create your own test, quizzes, study 

guides, benchmarks, and worksheets with the 
ExamView® Test Bank CD-ROM. 

4     Topic Tests provide 
a comprehensive 
assessment. Online 
tests include higher-
order thinking, primary 
sources, maps, and 
rigorous, open-ended 
writing prompts.

Lesson Level assessment

• Reading Checks

• Writing Responses

• Synthesis Activities

• Performance Tasks

• Process Skills Assessment

topic Level

• Topic Synthesis Activities

• Review and Assessment

• TEKS Practice

• Topic Assessments

• Online Tests and Test Banks

Program Level

• Test Prep Workbook

• ExamView®

25 HH 24
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Notes:  

Program tour

track teKs Mastery
Use data to guide instruction by seeing immediately how classes 
and individual students are progressing toward TEKS mastery. 

Visual dashboard  
of teKs progress

Realize™ generates data to monitor 
progress and inform instruction: 

•  Check progress after lessons 
and chapters

• In-depth, real-time reporting

•  Anytime access to detailed 
information on student 
mastery, progress, and usage

•  Automatic remediation to 
support struggling students

•  Monitor time spent on online 
assignments and tests

access class data  
by teKs instantly

Links to additional resources and 
content help you support individual 
students who are struggling to 
understand concepts.

Easily address individual 
students by using the Realize™ 
system. As each student 
completes assignments 
and assessments, mastery, 
progress, and usage data 
are automatically generated, 
and you can give access to 
immediate remediation and 
enrichment.

Test Prep Workbook 
prepares students for Texas 
standardized assessments.
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For students

reimagine Learning  
for your students
Prepare every student for college, career, and citizenship with Pearson’s 21st century Social 
Studies program. Partner with the best educational resources to reimagine learning today.

nBC Learn brings the world  
into your classroom!

Search and integrate over 16,000 additional highly 
engaging videos into your course on Realize™.  
Get up-to-date news and current events.

Buck institute, Constitutional  
rights Foundation, and  
Pearson make inquiry easy.

Step-by-step support in three different  
forms of inquiry: Project-Based Learning  
team project, Document-Based Question  
individual writing assignment, or Civic  
Discussion exercise.

realize™ results with these student resources

•  Student Digital Course allows each student to read text,  
get assignments, submit answers, take quizzes and tests, 
and get instant feedback on TEKS mastery with  
remediation and enrichment.

•  Student Text provides the narrative text, TEKS practice,  
and assessment in a highly readable, magazine-like design.

•  Spanish Student Text provides complete print  
book in Spanish.

•  eText provides an electronic version of the student  
text with note-taking, highlighting, and reading  
support including audio.

•  Reading and Note Taking Study Guide (English and  
Spanish) helps students master rigorous text through  
note-taking, reading strategies, vocabulary support,  
and easy-to-read summaries of key content.

•  Test Prep Workbook prepares students  
for Texas standardized assessments. 

H 28
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For teachers

reimagine teaching for you
Created in collaboration with Texas educators and students, this program provides 
comprehensive support for teaching and learning social studies.

Stay current throughout the lifetime of the adoption. 
Search by TEKS or keyword to find the latest and  
most appropriate educational materials.

realize™ results with these  
teacher resources

•  Teacher Digital Course offers complete course 
content and Teaching Support with lesson 
suggestions, blackline masters, professional 
development videos, and other resources at 
point-of-use in Realize™.

•  Teacher’s Edition for Digital Course  
pairs suggestions with preview images  
of digital resources to help you plan and  
teach the course.

•  Teacher’s Edition for Textbook can be  
used in tandem with the Student Edition  
for page-by-page teaching support.

•  Resources DVD-ROM contains offline  
versions of the interactive features and flipped 
videos found on the Digital Course.

•  ExamView Test Bank CD-ROM provides  
ready-made tests and makes it easy to  
create customized tests. 

 

Comprehensive teacher support

Your choice of 3 formats:

Teacher’s Edition 
for Digital Course

Teacher’s Edition 
for Textbook

Teacher Support 
in Realize™

H 30
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www. TryPearsonTexas.com

PearsonSchool.com
800-527-2701
Copyright Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

ISBN:  SAM 978-01-3332-1104
ISBN:  ADV 978-01-3332-6246

Pearson texas social studies

reimagine Learning

Grades K–5  (also available in spanish)

Grades 6-8 
(also available in spanish)

Grades 9–12
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